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. We prove that all and only the invertible one-variable partial recursive functions can 
be generated from six basic functions by means of functional composition and a new kind of 
functional iteration which may be called reversible iteration. 
An algorithm or a mat :ne is in general defined as reversible if it carries out a 
computation through a te poral sequence of intermediate states such that 
uniquely defines not only the subsequent state but also the previous one. 
another algorithm or machine can exist such as to exchange input and output but 
also run backwards through exactly all the intermediate states. Interest in this kind 
of computation derives initially from physics, because physical laws are reversible 
at a microscopic level even though at a macrosco ic, i.e. thermodynamic, level they 
can be described in an irreversible manner. 
e owe the first important pa er on this subject to ennett [3], which, a 
other interesting things, shows that a three-tape Lb 
one by Aguzzi [2] on 
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f this paper is precise1 
only the one-variable 
, a formalism with which one can gene 
eans of inverti 
basic functions. 
computed by a single-t 
formalism for describi 
structured and makes 
does not necessarily 
ere exist several complete formal 
way (by means of a free language 
operators generating 
functions. One of these ms is also presented in [12] 
combining the results of [ 
classes of functions, such as primitive recursive functions [7,8], elementary func- 
tions, lower elementary funetions [Slo ete. 
To the best of our knowledge no sim alism has been provided for t 
class of the inverti recursive ain result of t 
present paper. To this end, a n~~operator is introduced, which is proved to be 
reversible; i.e. it is a reversible variant of the operator. Such an operator, 
we call reversible iteration, consists of t ntity if the predicate is false; 
redicate is true, it consists of the reiterated application of the function until 
the predicate returns true. 
Then we show that all the inverti le partial recursive functions can 
by six invertible basie functions by means of usual composition ar 
predicate (see [ 123). 1 the invertible functions structured in 
tructure. In fact composition, reversible 
iteration and in y means of these relations we 
can obtain the ex e inverse of a function simply reading the 
to the left and exchanging the appearing 
asie functions with their inverse ones (basic functions too). 
now on it will be s, sl, s2 E Z2 and w, wl , w2 E Zf. 
r every wsrd w G 
w ( W) false 
define the folIowin 
lq: Dom lp = XF, 
lp( w) = 1 w (join 1 to the left); 
2&J: Im 2p = 2Cf, 
2p(~) = 2w (join 2 to the left); 
I&: DomOo=.Zf=J$-h, 
&( SW) = w (erase to the left); 
+: Dom+=Z+, Im+=C+, 
+( w.s) = SW (bring to the left the last symbol at the right); 
Cg Dom C8 = Z’, Im C8 = { 11 w 22)X:, 
C~(sw) = ssw (copy the first symbol to the left); 
[: DomAp=EW, Im AP = 2’, 
A[( s1 w) = s2 w with s1 # s2 
(alter the first symbol to the left, .e. exchange 1 with 2 and 2 with 1); 
1,‘: Im lt;‘=Z& 
I;‘( 1 w) = w (erase 1 to the left); 
2;‘: om 21* = 2Z7, 
232~) = w (erase 
e ca 
ece 
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iven two word partial fu 
function such that 
om FJ=, r-5 WE 
6, we ote e 
Given a word partial function 
uch that w E Dam (F) if there e 
wo, Wl, . . ..wn suchthat w,=w, 
W( wi) false, wi E Wi*l= F( Wi) for i < n, 
O( w,) true. 
In that case, i.e. if w E 
(F)(w) in many progra 
)(w) = w,. The computation of w := 
languages could be represented by 
t consists in applying F to w if the argument does not verify o and eventually in 
applying F to the result again and again until one reaches a word which satisfies 
is the final result. 
l Let %! be the set of the functi 
Ic, I,, 24, 2,, me, q , (2.0 
y means of the rules of composition and iteration. 
of word s the set of the six functions (2.1) and such 
t 13 =+(F)EB. 
e following ctio 
ar to I 
> 9 tio 
(i) o(w) is false, or 
(ii) there exist n E +and wQ, w],..., W,E wg= w, o( 
( wi) is false, wi E m F and wi_tl= F(wi) =r,2 ,..., n-1. 
om (F), we obtain )( w) = w in case (i) an )(w) = w, in the case (ii). 
The computation of w := w) in many pro e rep- 
resented as follows: 
te 3. e observe that (F) = C,A,(O,F( F)C,)D,. 
. We call invertible a word partial function F if, for every wl, w2 E 
Dom F, F(w,)= F(w,)+ w, = w2. The set of invertible functions will be denoted 
by 9. Therefore 4 properly contains the set of all invertible recursive functions. 
In this case an inverse function F-’ E 9 exists such that: 
Dom F-* = Im F; 
w~Dom F a F-‘(F(w))= w; 
w E Im F * F( F-‘( w)) = w; 
(F-*)-l = E 
(3.1) 
. The functions Q, A,, Ip, I,, I;‘, I,‘, +‘, +, Ce, G,, 1% 9. 
Composition and reversible iteration preserve the invertibility, i.e. ij 
F,F2E 9, (F)E 9. (3Z3) 
reover: 
F2)-’ = F,‘F,” and (F)-’ = (F-l). 
rove equation (3.9, see 
era 
f the rules of composition and reversible iteration. 
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n fact it is easily seen that 
2;’ z 2;’ = 
+ = 1’2,( 1 -1 +===+ -’ = 1”2e( -a r P9 c 9 
Ct = 1’1,2,(2,‘1,‘2,2,)2;~~, 
See Example 3.4 and Proposition 3.5. 
efinition 3.6 every function of 4 can be represented by an expression 
containing only the symboPs A,, If, It, la’, I,‘, ( ). By (3.4) and (3.9, the 
inverse function can be rep ted by another expression obtained by rewriting 
t rst one from the right to the left and then exchanging le with 1,” and 1, with 
1,“. 
ne s e functions of 
call w the function that exchanges the right end symbol with the left one: 
ornw and SE 
++(Si WI) = S2WSl) c)(s) = s. 
(ii) e function which brings to the right end the leftmost coded word: 
eftmost 
(G$S2W,) = ti,s2w,s. 
ifies every word w E .Z!Zf 
To prove this theorem we need some lemmas. 
. For every F E %! there exists in F?E 9 such that 
(i) for every wl, w2E Zz, W~~W,E Dom F?H wl E 
(ii) for every w1 E Dom F there exists an m E Zz such that for every w2 E 
F?( ~‘12~~) = F( w,)‘2w2m. 
We prove the lemma by induction on the definition of class $7. If F is one 
of the basic function of (23, then it is sufficient to define 
I?= lplp, l~(w1,2w2)=11w’,2w2, m=h; 
I;= mrl,L)-‘, 1;7(w’,2w,)=w’,112w2, m=h; 
2;=2p1p, 2;(w;2w2) = 12w;2w,, m=h; 
2; = 02,1,0-‘, 23w’,2w,) = w’1122w2, m =h; 
a;= IQ_), Cl a( lswi2w2) = w;2w2s, m = s. 
oreover h’2q = 2q & 
03w’,ls2w,) = wi2w2s, m = s. 
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fz 9# there exists 
) = w~2F(w)w. 
F-” E 6%. 
If we identify every element 
w in the Smullyan binary notation 
w E CT with the element of which represents 
i( 
‘C 79 +, -I-= 1, ~‘299~2, -1153, 72-=4, 
etc.) we have 2: = N. can identify every word recursive function with a one- 
varia recursive function and it is then possible to prove that the inverse 
one is also a one variable 
ere U is the universal function 
ecwem to enumerate the partial recursive functions, then 
a 
c 
